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The Bulletin is an open forum for the Students and
Instructors of the Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do
Studies and the Colorado Purple Mountain Dojo/Dojang
Association to post their personal thoughts and
opinions. This is actually a requirement for membership
in our school and the CPMDDA in order to further
engage members in the intellectual aspect of their
training which is part of our mission of cultural
enrichment. This also serves to enlighten the instructors
as to what is going on in the students’ minds. The Center
for Aikido & Tang Soo Do Studies is an institution of
higher learning. For the most part, these postings will
pertain to the individual’s personal journey, experiences,
or observations in and around their chosen martial arts
training. Please feel free to read, enjoy, and most of all,
learn a few things.

Editors:
Sensei/Sabom Nim Jude Miller
Mr. Brant Finstad
Ms. Samantha Schottler
Mrs. Kristen Fenner
Mr. Roger Padgett
Mrs. Katrina Miller
CATSDS Logo: DO Symbol Created by Robyn Gray. School Sign/Logo Created by
Greg Johnson. All Rights Reserved.

Happenings
Master Lee Memorial Workout
On Saturday November 17th Sabom Nim Parenteau came down from Longmont
to instruct the annual Grand Master Lee Memorial Workout. Grand Master Lee
passed on November 28th, 1985, and was promoted to 10th Dan by the Institute
of Tangsoology in Memoriam that same year. Tangsoology credits its
development to the experiences and teachings of Grand Master Lee. Thank you to
everyone who came and showed their support for the Art.

Self-Defense Course
Head Instructor Jude Miller has been conducting a Self-Defense course every other
Saturday for members of Mountain View Wesleyan Church. The course concludes
Saturday, December 22nd. Due to interest, the Self-Defense course will restart
January 5th and continue on an ongoing basis in 3 month blocks. The course is
open to all individuals. Thank you to Jeff & Alex Walck, John & Trey Nelson,
Marty Marcolongo, Kevin, Brant Finstad, and Roger Padgett for your support!

Sand Creek Tang Soo Do
Sabom Nim Miller has started an after school Tang Soo Do physical fitness
program at Sand Creek Elementary School as of October 5 th. Currently, he
teaches approximately 30 children every Friday. This is a program that is
co-sponsored by Harrison District 2 and the YMCA’s Keep It Moving
program.

October 27th, 25th Anniversary
Celebration
On October 25th Mr. Scott Arnold, Head Instructor of Fountain Valley Martial Arts, held a celebration at the Hillside
Community Center to celebrate his 25 years of training Martial Arts. Additionally, Mr. Scott Arnold honored Sabom
Nim/Sensei Vernon Medeiros’ 25th anniversary of teaching Martial Arts. There were multiple schools in attendance and
we were all able to train together. We also had the opportunity to be led by multiple senior instructors. Many students
displayed forms as well as board breaking. After training, we enjoyed authentic Korean food which was prepared by Mr.
Scott Arnold’s wife and Mother. Thank you to all who supported and participated in this event and congratulations to
Mr. Scott Arnold.

A Special Thank You from the Instructors of the
CPMDDA
To Kyosah Scott Arnold a very special thank you from all the instructors and student members of San Shin
Kwan Tang Soo Do of MD, the Center for Aikido and Tangsoodo Studies of COS, the Tangsoology
Institute of LGMT, the Colorado Purple Mountain Dojang Association and the Asian Martial Arts Society
MD to your American Taekwondo school and organization.
I personally wish to express my heartfelt thanks to Kyosah Arnold for inviting our organization to attend his
25 year anniversary celebration in Colorado Springs on October 27 2012. It was a very special honor to be
in the company of many fine students and senior instructors of Korean, Japanese, Chinese and American
martial art styles. While 2012 was packed with activities for our association 2013 will bring forth a rebirth of
Tangsoology in Colorado. – Vernon A. Medeiros
To Kyosah Arnold and FVMA:
In our “throw-away” society, 25 years is a long time. We at the CPMDDA member schools congratulate you
on your milestone and wish for you a prosperous future in teaching American Tae Kwon Do to your
students.
Thank you for allowing me to take part in the celebration and for your support over the years. The martial
arts seniors who shared with us, their Tae Kwon Do knowledge sent me back to my early days as a
student of Chung Do Kwan Tae Kwon Do. It was good to see that tradition lives on. – Mike Parenteau
Kyosah Arnold,
The milestone you have reached is an impressive feat, regardless of the field of study. Thank you for
honoring your history and my instructor, Vernon A. Medeiros. The students for the Center for Aikido &
Tang Soo Do Studies had a great time, and we all learned from the many senior instructors you had
invited. Thank you again for your efforts in putting together this event, and congratulations on your
accomplishments. –Jude Miller
Mr. Arnold, thank you for inviting the members of CPMDD to your momentous celebration. 25 years of
martial arts dedication is something that not too many people can claim to have. I am honored to have
shared some of that time with you and look forward to many more years of shared martial experience.
Tang Soo! – Gihan Fellah

Testings and Promotion
Ceremony

Congratulations
Aikido
Brant Finstad-2nd Kyu
Samantha Schottler-4th Kyu
Kristen Fenner-5th Kyu
Roger Padgett-5th Kyu
Eric Lustig-6th Kyu
Kevin Morris-6th Kyu
Robert Bent-6th Kyu
Alex Walck-6th Kyu

Promotions were held at The Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do
Studies on August 31st. Promotions were given for Aikido testing
which was held on July 14th, and for Tang Soo Do testing which was
held on July 28th. Congratulations to all students on your new
rank!
Guests for the Aikido testing included Sabom Nim Mike Parenteau
of The Tangsoology Institute of Longmont and Sensei Hal Render,
Sam George, and Ken Larsen of Colorado Springs Community
Aikido. After Aikido testing had concluded, Aiwa Dojo was
awarded Annual Instruction Certification.

Tang Soo Do
Hellmuth Witte-4th Gup
Samantha Schottler-4th Gup
Jimmy Hartford-4th Gup
Michael Riffmacher-6th Gup
Katrina Miller-7th Gup
Alex Walck-7th Gup
Sean Herrera-8th Gup

Guests for the Tang Soo Do testing included Sabom Nim Mike
Parenteau and Kyosah Gihan Fellah of Sun Mountain Tang Soo Do.
The school also received a surprise visit from Sensei Britt Baugh of
Colorado Shotokan Karate Academy.

Aikido Testing – July 14th, 2012

Tang Soo Do Testing – July 28th, 2012

Sabom Jude Miller, Sabom Mike Parenteau, Sensei Britt Baugh,
Tim Speaks, Kyosah Gihan Fellah, Weston, Smith

Promotion Ceremony – August, 31st, 2012

Upcoming Events

Tang Soo Do Youth Class:


Starting Thursday, Jan 4th, 2013



Tues & Thurs 6:00pm – 6:45pm



Ages 5-12



Rate: 3 months for $99

2013 Year of the Snake Chinese New Year


Saturday, February 9, 2013



11am-4pm



City Auditorium located at 221 East Kiowa,
Colorado Springs



Our school will be hosting a booth and
performing demos.



More info: www.cscci.org

Kyu and Gup Rank Testing:


When: Aikido – Saturday, Feb 2nd, 2013 9am -12pm
Tang Soo Do – Saturday, Feb 16th, 2013 9am-12pm



Where: The Center for Aikido & Tang Soo Do Studies in
Colorado Springs

Student Thoughts

again.”~Theodore Roosevelt~ and “Our
greatest glory is not in never falling but in
rising every time we fall.”~Confucius~ I

Try and Try Again

have learned over the past few weeks how to
th

By Maria Marcolongo, 7 Kyu Aikido

try over and over because no one can perfect
anything when first learning, or ever for that

I just began Aikido a few weeks ago, but I

matter. I will always be learning how to do a

have already learned so much. From how to

technique better and how to improve myself

roll correctly to the art of swords and how

physically and mentally. Though I know that

swords relate to Aikido. I have been

Aikido will not always be easy and some

discovering the complexities as well as the

days I may feel like just not doing Aikido, I

culture of Aikido. A quote I once read was

also know that in the end it will all be worth

this, “You have power over your mind - not

it and that I will enjoy learning more about

outside events. Realize this, and you will

the amazing art of Aikido

find strength.” ~Marcus Aurelius~ This
quote relates directly to Aikido in the fact
that, though the body may be sore and one

My thoughts of martial arts

may not feel like going to work out, a person

By Trey Nelson, 7th Kyu Aikido and 9th

must choose to get up and go to learn more

Gup Tang Soo Do

and become stronger. The true strength lies
in the mind set of always knowing you will

Martial arts in every culture are the

get better, as long as you try your hardest

science and unification of the mind and

and make an effort to do better. This quote

body that furthers our understanding of the

also relates to the concept that we learned

infinite possibilities we have not even begun

about, called one point. One point is in many

to threshold. I consider any physical

ways a mental idea. Thinking of one point

activities to be martial arts from lifting

rather than other events happening allows a

weights at a local gym to the ancient styles

person to be stronger as well as more

of tai chi. I have only been studying at the

focused. Two more quotes have really

center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do for three

helped me during Aikido, and they are, “If at

weeks but in those three weeks I have found

first you don‟t succeed, try, try

it to be the most positive way to practice

martial arts and I feel that way because it is

completely changed and these thoughts and

traditional, philosophical, and some of the

opinions can only be understood by those

best training I have received.

eager enough to stick with a program like

The traditional forms of martial arts

the one I am in and plan to stay in.

are more developed and complete than some
of the current studies available. Back in the
creation times of these martial arts, wars
were fought not with guns and advanced
technologies like we have today, but with

Positivity
By Alex Walck, 6th Kyu Aikido and 7th
Gup Tang Soo Do

hand-to-hand. The advanced technologies of
I am having the hardest time writing

this time were these martial arts studies that
developed into what they are today.
Martial arts teach an outlook on life

this paper, and this is my fifth attempt so far.
It‟s hard to pick a topic and put it into a

of acceptance and the ideas of being an

page, I‟ve learned so much, but I‟ll try this

equal to even an attacker. These

again.

philosophical teachings create a way to live
with positive thought, and that positive
output can help keep a clear mind in a
situation that involves being attacked.
Preserving your attacker and having the
knowledge to keep yourself safe in the
process, demonstrates self-control and that
positive cycle might even spin into the life
and future of the person who decided to
attack, creating two more positive lives in
the end, as an example.
I have trained on my own through
action movies in front of a TV and my
thoughts of martial arts were always violent.
In the short time I have trained in the
traditional martial arts my thoughts have

Aikido and Tang Soo Do are two arts
that are amazing. I really enjoy studying and
training, and I have gained so much
confidence. A lot of people don‟t believe me
when I say this (which I say it rarely, so why
am I putting it on an online bulletin?) but
my confidence and self-respect was at a
major low before I came to the dojo/dojang
and began this journey. I don‟t know what
happened, but something clicked and
everything is just different now. I don‟t
know how to describe it. I haven‟t changed
drastically personality-wise, but I guess
something seemed to brighten up my soul. I
used to be at such a bad place, and I always
tried to keep a positive attitude about things,

but sometimes I was just lying to myself and

I know that I can keep going with

inside, I was negative. After trying to get

this. I‟ve found something I want to pursue,

myself back on track with my faith, my

but it requires 200% of my effort. I‟ll gladly

family, and a few of my friends, I came to

give that and more because I know I can.

the studio and started learning everything

That positivity isn‟t faked anymore.

Mr. Speaks and Mr. Miller will teach me.
After that, everything clicked. It‟s like these
two beautifully complex arts were the last

“If you think you can, you won‟t. If you
know you can, you will.”

two puzzle pieces; just what I needed.
I would never go back to the day I
stood outside of the Center for Aikido and

Tang Soo Do
By Katrina Miller, 7th Gup Tang Soo Do

Tang Soo Do Studies and looked inside at
the mat, feeling scared but jotting down the

At the start of every class we begin

website on display on the door despite my

with the Tangsoology creed. We all stand in

fear; I would never go back to that day and

line and pledge these words facing the

change it. Now, I‟m not mean to myself

shomen, our instructor and the portraits of

internally. I don‟t bash myself, my life is

Master Lee and Hwang Kee, but I found

better, I‟ve learned to breathe. That‟s

myself wondering what these words mean.

probably the best part; I can just breathe

We find ourselves in a martial art school,

now. Despite life, I can sit down, breathe,

practicing self-defense and conducting

“reset” one-point, and keep going.

controlled defense techniques with each

I‟d like to pursue both of these
martial arts not just to keep improving
myself, but I also want to “contribute my
spiritual, intellectual, and physical
improvement to the human race, in order to
unite and cooperate with others to ensure a
more peaceful society, recognize falseness
and align myself with truth” and I want to
further my training and learning in both arts.

other, but the pledge at the start of class is
about being a better human being. As
written in our introductory packet
Tangsoology is the study of disciplines
which enlightens an individual physically,
mentally and spiritually.
According to Master Lee, the
physical goal is to attain technical
perfection. Based off of the Master Lee‟s
physical principles and the Modern

Tangsoology requirements these are goals in

Tang Soo Do. I‟m sure one day I will

which we have the ability to control and

understand how the spirit has its part in my

improve on. Practicing breath control helps

training.

us with our stamina during a prolonged

As stated by Master Lee

training session, but if the breath is

(www.masterjonghlee.com), “Tangsoology

incorporated at the right moment it makes

has been developed to provide its students

the move more effective. Another principle

with a discipline that will lead to “self-

is vocal harassment or ki-yup. This

improvement” and “self-awareness”. In

principle can easily be worked on in

addition to personal benefits, Tangsoology

conjunction with our breaths. The physical

promotes greater social awareness and

principles can help in becoming more aware

stresses the importance of being a positive

of the things and people around you.

influence on society. A good soldier is not

The mental principles seem to be

violent, a good fighter is not angry, a good

more about the improvement of our well

winner is not vengeful, a good teacher is

being. These requirements seem to focus

humble.”

more on characteristics that we should

In this regard, the “self-improvement” and

follow in order to provide a more peaceful

“self-awareness” can be linked to the

society. The mental principles can help us

physical, mental and spiritual disciplines of

become more disciplined in our everyday

Tang Soo Do.

lives. We can learn to be more thankful,
patient and strong willed but show it in a
kind and gentle manner. Also, we can learn

Aikido and Mixed Martial Arts

to be more proud and courageous.

By Robby Bent, 6th Kyu Aikido

The spiritual aspect of our

In class, we have discussed MMA a

training, in my opinion, would be to look

few times. While I'm familiar with the idea

inward in order to explore the internal. At

and can readily observe its prevalence with

this time I don‟t seem to understand this

organizations like Ultimate Fighting

principle when it pertains to Tang Soo Do.

Championship and PRIDE Fighting

In Tai Chi, I study the concept of inviting

Championship cropping up in recent years, I

the spirit before we begin any session, but

have never given it much thought. After

I‟m not certain on how to apply this during

beginning training in Aikido, I have been

especially curious regarding the efficacy of

promise any quick path to martial efficacy.

different arts (especially Aikido) in a martial

It takes years to be proficient enough in

light. At first glance, MMA would seem to

Aikido to be able to use it effectively in a

be a useful forum to observe the merits of

martial situation. But I know that it can be

different arts in a practical demonstration.

extremely effective after experiencing the

There is a wealth of criticism out

techniques used by my instructor and even

there for any given martial art. Each seems

some of his more senior students. Aikido is

to have its own weakness. Given this fact, a

about control. Control of yourself, your

style that blends a mix of arts would be an

opponent(s) and ultimately the situation

intuitive solution. While this seems, on the

entirely. Most aggressive fighters will give

surface, to make sense, there are many

up control willingly and immediately by

problems that arise upon closer examination.

attacking. I have seen this demonstrated

The majority of the arts practiced by mixed

time and time again, and I am beginning to

martial artists are "aggressive" styles. These

understand the principle.

arts meet force with force, which is almost

I believe it is simplest to view MMA

invariably the wrong course of action. There

as something distinct from a pure martial art

is always someone bigger, stronger or faster

like Aikido, Jui-jitsu, Karate, Kung-fu, etc.

than you, or sometimes all of the above.

It is a sport, and it is best to think of it that

Additionally, MMA fighting is sport

way. It is not a way of life in the same way

fighting. Techniques are designed for a very

that a martial art can be. Many martial arts

specific environment: the ring or cage. What

can lead to a sense of harmony and unity

happens when the technique is tested in an

that will hopefully avoid a confrontation in

uncontrolled environment? It will most

the first place, but if necessary, end it with

likely be ineffective. Another problem with

the least damage possible. I read a story

this, as Sensei Miller has pointed out, is that

about a boxer who doubted O'Sensei's

these techniques are designed for single

abilities and attacked him. In a single

opponents. In the real world, this one on one

technique, he broke both of his arms. It was

scenario is much less likely.

a rather extreme response, but it shows the

Aikido, like all martial arts, is
subject to its own unique criticism. But from
my experience, Aikido practitioners do not

potential that exists with a true mastery of
Aikido.

My Experience in Aikido
By Kevin Morris (Age 9), 6th Kyu Aikido
I have learned 6 basic arts, but some
are hard while others are a little easier. If
you learn all of the six basic arts, you know
all the basics in doing the harder techniques.
This will increase your ability in Aikido, so
you get better faster than just jumping to the

Before I went for my orange belt
Sensei told me to do “fake” Aikido, which
meant to go soft and be relaxed instead of
fighting. I like doing Aikido with everyone.
I learned how to do a jump roll before I got
my orange belt but I am not good at it. I
have met lots of people ever since I started.
I enjoy Aikido a lot. I have had a lot

hard moves. You will be better with 6 basic

of fun doing Aikido. Aikido has been fun

arts.

but hard. I am the youngest person in dojo
In ki class I learned the Principle of

10, which Sensei told us was from O-Sensei.
This is when uke attacks 10, you defend
with a 0. The thing is like 7 plus 3= ten, so
whatever number they attack with, you do
another number in defense to = ten.
I also learned ma-ai distancing. In

so far. When the dojo went to the festival in
July, I handed out all the cards. We did
demos for the people. I got to meet new
martial arts people. I have lots of fun
working with Sensei Miller, Brant-san,
Samantha-san, Roger-san, Kristen-san, Ericsan, Robby-san, Alex-san, Trey-san, Mariasan, and the Tang people. I have tried the

ma-ai you look softly at their face and if you

Tai Chi form with Mr. Anderson and it felt

see their feet then they aren‟t able to reach

good. I love the one demo our school did at

you. When you do the move, if you can‟t see

Mr. Arnold‟s school that I went to with

their feet after the attack, you just do the

Sensei. I have been in the dojo since I was a

move before they regain their balance and

baby, and I‟m glad that I now finally get to

attack you.

train in martial arts.

I have seen why Sensei says all the
moves come from the sword. Sensei gave us
education by showing us how it works. We
also learned on that night that if you don‟t
sit in seiza properly, in 10 minutes your feet
would fall asleep.

Assessments
By Eric Lustig, 6th Kyu Aikido
Call it what you will: test, quiz,
exam, trial, or interrogation. They all fall
under the definition of an assessment and
can instill a feeling of paralysis and anxiety

in the test taker, regardless of how much the

area of subject matter testing. When I

proctor sugarcoats it. Assessments in any

enrolled in a class, I always paid attention to

subject matter can serve multiple purposes.

the syllabus on the first day, and when I saw

They can evaluate a person‟s comprehension

a grading scale that depended heavily on a

and understanding of a topic, can measure a

mid-term and final, I ran like the wind.

person‟s proficiency in comparison to a

There were just too many occasions in

group, and can gauge a person‟s

which the instructor tested on material that

commitment to practice. Another purpose,

he or she never covered. Of course, in the

and one rarely utilized, is to measure the

secondary education arena, the student is

instructor‟s competency.

basically stuck eating crow (a term I learned

As a public high school Mathematics

from Miller Sensei).

teacher, I am well aware of the issues

Many of my fellow students in

surrounding assessments. The latter of the

Aikido displayed a sense of unease as the

purposes I named above, and the most

test date approached. We got together

under-utilized of those, is to assess the

before and after class to go over the testing

instructor. Teachers and students alike

requirements, techniques, and what is

cringe at the sound of CSAP, TCAP, ICAP,

literally a new language. I have to say; I

ACT, AZVAB, and other assessments aimed

was quite comfortable leading up to testing.

at measuring your child, against everybody

I felt confident, and our instructor was not

else‟s. In the classroom, I utilize

the least bit shy to express his confidence in

assessments to measure how well I have

us.

done, and only measure a student‟s
competency to determine their readiness to
either move on, or go back where I have the
opportunity to re-teach the material I had
already attempted to edify.
In July, the practitioners at Aiki-

Probably, my greatest flaw was
learning the names of techniques, stances,
and moves in Japanese. Practice obviously
helped, as I was able to complete the
techniques with what was, at the time, an
obvious muscle memory whenever a strange

Tang were assessed by our Sensei, along

sounding Japanese term was barked out. To

with several guests from other schools in the

this day, if I stop and think, I usually screw

region. I struggled through college in the

up. But if I maintain my focus and move

President refused to deal with those who

without hesitation, I usually find success.

didn't convert to Roman Catholicism. He

Miller Sensei impressed me from a
teacher‟s perspective. On numerous
occasions, he noted that if any of us failed,
that he failed as well. It was also very clear
that every student was prepared for our
assessments: another testimony to our
instructor. I don‟t mean to patronize Sensei
Miller, but rather to afford credit to all of us
who surpassed our expectations, and passed.

also granted Catholic priests their own
armies and allowing them do as they please,
looting and destroying homes and villages
and all with the approval of the government.
Diệm took the majority of the aid from
foreign nations, all of the weapons, and
owned most of the land, giving it to the
Catholics and constantly denying the
Buddhists their rights. Diệm even went so
far as to dedicate the country to the Virgin
Mary in 1959. Tensions between the two
groups were always high, having erupted

Calm

into chaos when a ban was placed on flying
th

By Roger Padgett, 5 Kyu Aikido
Thích Quảng Đức is a name that many
people more than likely don't know, or even
know how to pronounce. He was born in
1897 in French Indochina and left at age 7 to
study Buddhism. Ordained as a monk at age
20, he began his life of solitude for three
years, later returning to travel around
Vietnam. Once deciding that he wanted to
spread Buddhist teachings there, he moved
to southern Vietnam in 1934, being
responsible for over 31 new temples. During
that time, President Diệm of Vietnam was a
devout Catholic and did favorable acts only
for other Catholics. Since the majority
religion at that time was Buddhism, the

the Buddhist flag, causing many to march
and protest on government grounds by
flying the flags on Vesak (holy day observed
by Buddhists). The government in return,
fired on the protesters, killing nine and
prompting Diệm to remain unwilling to
comply with their demands. On June 11,
1963 Đức and around 350 other protesters
arrived a few blocks from the Presidential
Palace to denounce the Diệm government,
demanding that it keep its promise of
religious equality. Đức walked out of the
crowd and seated himself in the middle of an
intersection as his brethren circled him. A
monk carrying a container full of gasoline
emptied the contents over Đức as he recited

the words "Homage to Amitabha Buddha"

carry those things with us all day long. It

(Amitabha is the principal buddha in the

can't be good for our health. Sometimes we

Pure Land sect). He then struck a match,

even let those things come into the dojo with

dropping it onto himself. The act of his self-

us. That certainly can't be good for our

immolation circulated fast and spread

health! What happens when taking a break

widely across the world, bringing attention

fall completely tense? It results in being

to the treatment of the Buddhists. After the

injured. O‟Sensei said, "Always train in a

incident, Diệm received pressure from

joyous and vibrant manner." Training with

nations to end the tensions and

aggression doesn't help you win the race any

announcements were made with the

faster. We can become injured, discouraged,

intentions of doing so. However, the

or angry when training aggressively.

promises were not kept and with protests,

Everything doesn't have to be fast and strong

continuing raids were launched on Buddhist

and training isn't always about technique

pagodas. Diệm was eventually assassinated

and who‟s the fastest or strongest. It's also

on November 2, 1963 leaving the Buddhists

about learning and expanding not only

with The Joint Communiqué in place.

physically but mentally as well. Learning to

President Kennedy said "No news picture in

train relaxed and joyous helps you learn to

history has generated so much emotion

be so even when you‟re not in the dojo. We

around the world as that one", in reference

all have a long way to go still, but we've also

to a photo of Đức aflame.

come a long way. Finding that calm is key.

Aggression can occur at any time,
for any reason. In this case it occurred
because one could not accept differences.
When it's held onto, it can escalate into a

We should all be able to understand
differences and imbalances in the world and
within ourselves, without being aggressive
and harming one another.

violent action, an injury, or even death. It's
difficult to stop ourselves from delving into
road rage or letting someone irritate us, and
it‟s difficult to deal with people all day.
Letting this aggression or stress get to us, we
tend to lash out. Some of us can be subtle
with it. Others can be quite noticeable. We

Aikido
By Kristen Fenner, 5th Kyu Aikido
Recently, I took a two week break
from Aikido due to my work schedule. I was

working too many hours and although I did

art and was different than anything I had

get off work in time train with the long

previously participated. I enjoyed learning

hours, I was exhausted. I spoke with Sensei

about ki energy, body and mind unification

Miller and told him I may need a leave of

and how relaxation can be powerful. I

absence. He encouraged me and gave me

thought about how the breathing techniques

wisdom as he usually does. Sensei Miller

that I learned helped me be relaxed but also

said sometimes when you‟re exhausted and

gave me energy. I pondered over these

feel you have not any time to train, that can

concepts while I was gone from Aikido. I

be the best time to train. He told me to

needed to decide if I wanted to continue the

evaluate why I want to take Aikido. That is

commitment to the art.

what I decided to do.
I had been frustrated with my Aikido

While I was gone I missed the training,
the people, and even the soreness my body

training for some time. I did not understand

felt after training. I would practice being in

the techniques after I had practiced them

one point at work throughout the day, but I

many times. I wanted to do them properly. I

wanted it to become natural, second nature. I

felt as though I was not making progress,

knew that could only be achieved with

even while Sensei Miller was telling me I

practice and to get the practice I must

did well. I needed to evaluate if I wanted to

continue training.

continue.
I‟m sure I started in Aikido for the

I want to continue to develop ki energy
and understand it, to learn to be relaxed and

wrong reasons; at least they were for me. I

be stronger. I want to learn more about

have always enjoyed sports and the martial

Aikido, but I have to think about it as having

arts and I usually picked up the concepts

fun, getting exercise and learning something

quickly. I wanted to start exercising

that can help me for a lifetime. I will not

regularly so I decided to learn a new martial

worry about using it for self defense until I

art and learn self defense which I thought

get much better. I am just going to enjoy this

would be easy. I found out Aikido was not

interesting art of Aikido and have fun.

going to be easy and that frustrated me.
Although I felt frustrated and
incompetent there were aspects of Aikido
that I liked. I realized Aikido is a spiritual

My Thoughts on Tangsoodo
By Jimmy Hartford, 4th Gup Tang Soo Do
Kicks, jumping kicks, spinning
kicks, jumping spinning kicks, and kicks I
don‟t even know how to describe, are my
favorite part of Tang Soo Do. I practice my
kicks a lot because they‟re so much fun to
do and personally, I think they‟re pretty
awesome. Everything else is just as
important as well. When we do marching, it

sessions are always near the top of my
priority list.
Lastly, I remember the times at which only a
few or just I would attend Tang Soo Do.
Even though being the only one was fun, it‟s
definitely different when eight or more
people are there, and you get to feel how the
techniques work. As Sensei Miller says, new
blood will only make you better. I try to just
have fun and push myself to succeed.

can get boring and very tiring, but we all
know the instructors know best. Forms,
combinations, techniques, and one steps are
all part of a general purpose – self defense
and a good portion of etiquette. The Tang

Soft Training
By Hellmuth Witte, 4th Gup Tang Soo Do
I‟ve been training a little more than 2

Soo Do art itself was practiced, revised and

years. Lately training has mostly consisted

edited over many generations and years,

of working on fundamentals slowly and

giving us the opportunity to practice the

without any power due to an injury.

very best style of Tang Soo Do we do today.

Training with an injury is not always

Nevertheless, from what I
understand from the philosophy, in the
introduction, it means to live up to my full
potential. Stay positive, give respect and
have integrity in everything possible. The
mental and physical requirements suggest
having good awareness, focus, breath
control, balance, flexibility and speed. It
takes some time doing a martial art. I
dedicate myself to it and hope to always be a
Tangsoologist. My Tang Soo Do training

optimal, but sooner or later age will cause
everyone to need to train in a softer way.
That and just because you may have an
injury will not stop someone random on the
street from attacking you. In fact if your
injury makes you appear weak, you may
look like a more opportunistic target and
cause you to be more likely to be attacked.
This is why you need to be able to train and
defend yourself regardless of an injury or
physical condition. The advantages training

softly include longevity, not breaking down

life. When relaxing, you must not just relax

your body and less risk of injuries. When

the body, but you must relax the mind and

not focusing on trying to produce power

spirit too. First, to understand how to relax,

during marching it is easier to focus on

you need to know what relax means. It is to

improving precision, breath control, using

not have tension, stress or anxiety in the

correct technique and perfecting various

body, mind or spirit. A more physical aspect

striking techniques, which will eventually

is to have a loss of tension in a body part, so

lead to being able to produce more effective

basically when a muscle ceases to contract.

strikes. Working on forms slowly is a great

Relaxation is very important for your health,

way to improve muscle memory, and

well being and longevity. Research has

strengthen leg muscles using the stances in

shown that stress can even lead to different

the forms. Being able to focus on the

diseases and conditions such as depression

movement of the entire body ensures that

and heart disease. That creates a whole new

you are not short cutting or cheating. Not

reason to make sure relaxing is part of your

being able to take falls during techniques or

everyday life. I personally have a very hard

one steps is a disadvantage of training softer,

time relaxing. I think it is because I have

but I can still take advantage of practicing

spent my whole life so far not relaxing, so I

getting off the line and avoiding attacks.

am just not quite sure what it is like to relax.

Adjusting your training to accommodate an

When I focus on relaxing and really think

injury doesn‟t mean that you can‟t improve

that I am finally doing it, I am not. It seems

your martial arts skills.

as though my body is not conditioned to
relaxing and it is not really sure what
relaxation feels like.

Relaxation

With regards to relaxing my mind,
th

By Samantha J Schottler, 4 Kyu Aikido

that is also very difficult. When I go to

and 4th Gup Tang Soo Do

sleep, I am one of those people who always

Relaxing is a very important part of
Aikido. Relax completely is the second of
the four basic principles. In fact, relaxing is
important to incorporate into your everyday

have their mind going on and on about what
I did that day and how I accomplished it and
what I could have done to accomplish my
tasks better. Also thinking about what
tomorrow will bring and things that are on

the agenda for the next day. It is very hard to

My first experience with Aikido was

relax the body, when the mind is not

at an elective class in college, at the behest

relaxed. So, I have been working on quieting

of a friend of mine. I was not paying tuition,

my mind so that way my mind can be

so I took it on a whim. I am ashamed to say

relaxed, then from there I work on relaxing

that I did not take to it immediately; after

my body. There are many things that I need

that first semester I did not go again for a

to work on from a training stand point, but

few years. However, class I had taken a few

there are countless things I also need to

years previously. I had to relearn the basics

work on incorporating more into my

I thought I knew, but this time kept with it,

everyday life which will help me in many

after moving to New York and back I felt

ways. By incorporating relaxation into my

drawn back to the art. I still remembered

everyday life, I will improve my health,

some basics, tenkan, tenkai, seiza. I started

sleeping habits, energy levels and my

again, in the same

Martial Arts.
I have been training fairly
consistently since, only being interrupted by
Stop a minute, right where you are.

various military assignments. And the one
thing that remains consistent, ever since my

Relax your shoulders,
shake your head and spine like,
a dog shaking off cold water.

first return to the Art is the cycle of
returning to the basics.
Aikido is a circular art, not only in
the direct practice, but in philosophy as well.

Tell the imperious
voice in your head to be still….

The circle has no beginning or end, nor
corners or lines, no place for things to get
stuck. While travelling along a circular path

-Barbara Kingsolver

you never meet the end, just the beginning
again. My training has progressed the same
way. Early on, I assumed I had learned the

Back To Basics
Brant Finstad, 2nd Kyu Aikido

hanmi, tenkan, tenkai, seiza, shikoho and the
other most basic movements of Aikido. I
assumed I understood the Four Principles. I

assumed I was ready for new techniques.

train as intensely as I did in Colorado, but I

As my training progressed, I realized more

am doing it four days a week, 15 minutes a

and more I had no idea how to stand or

day. It‟s not an ideal amount of time, but it‟s

move of extend ki or relax completely, so I

better than nothing.

re-learned those principles. Or so I thought,
but the more I trained the more I realized I
had to focus on the basics.
Now I understand I need more

In my time, I‟ve been practicing
hyung. While I‟ve only been reviewing the
L‟s and the I‟s, I‟m surprised at how well I
can remember them once I glance at my

training in the basics. Simple drills, simple

notes. What‟s even cooler is that I‟m

techniques, ki practice. These are the things

beginning to recall bits of the nuances that

that make up Aikido, not high breakfalls and

many of the Saboms shared with me.

flashy kote-gaeshi. I can see a dan rank

In time, I also hope to rebuild my

looming in the future, and frankly it is

physique. While I‟m not as flexible, strong,

frightening. How can I consider a dan rank

or coordinated as I once was, I‟m surprised

when I have not mastered how to stand, or
sit, or walk? And to think, these are the
things I do every day, in and out of Aikido
class. How can I not know them? I can
only imagine what I could accomplish with

at what even a few minutes of practice can
do to improve my body. It‟s like the fibers
of my mind and body are reconnecting more
and more to their “muscle memory”. It‟s
pretty cool, really.

full mindfulness of every step, every
movement I make throughout the day. It is
so easy to get distracted.

While 15 minutes a day isn‟t going
to make me great at martial arts, it will at
least help keep my martial arts alive. It‟ll

So back to the basics…

keep my mind sharp. It‟ll keep my body
limber. And it will keep my tradition alive.
Then, in the future, if I finally reach a

Small Steps for a Bigger Picture
By Brent Bloem, 1st Dan Tang Soo Do

season of life when better training
opportunities arise, I‟ll be ready to study in
earnest.

A couple of weeks ago I began
training again. I don‟t have a lot of time to

Self-defense vs. Martial Arts Training

complex martial techniques to beginners

By Tim Speaks

even if they are strong, able, and lifeexperienced men.

Martial Arts are self-defense but self-

Things have to be watered down a bit, like a

defense is not necessarily martial arts. If we

whisky that‟s a little too strong. Many

view our perspective martial art as a

techniques should not be taught at all to

complete system or body of knowledge that

people who have no intention of spending

contains within it such things as fitness

years perfecting them.

training, mind-body integration, spiritual

They may be too dangerous to practice

cultivation, intellectual exercise, awareness

without people getting injured, or simply too

training and self-defense, then we can see

complex to learn quickly.

that self-defense is only a small part of the

Next, I realized that a traditional martial arts

overall package. Indeed, when a person has

instructor who is attempting to teach such a

spent a sufficient amount of time training,

non-martial class must consider their new

the self-defense aspect becomes somewhat

audience and adjust according to their needs

trivial. The personal mental, intellectual and

and wants. Said instructor must look at the

spiritual development is realized to be the

reasons why a non-martial artist would want

primary focus. If the focus is kept on merely

to learn basic techniques for self-defense in

the physical or self-defense training, the

order to understand what solutions to offer.

grander beauty of the art will not be

Often, a main reason is that people feel they

realized.

have a right to defend life and property.

Recently the Center for Aikido and Tang

Another common reason is that a person

Soo Do Studies has been conducting a

may simply want to feel empowered,

special self-defense class taught by

whether falsely or otherwise, and to live life

Sabom/Sensei Miller. I was fortunate

without fear. If a person can be taught some

enough to be invited to observe and help

basic skills to defend themselves against a

teach one of these classes and it has served

violent predator, for example, they will have

for the inspiration for this paper.

gained priceless self-confidence.

My first observation was that it is very

For people who have been victimized in the

difficult for a martial arts instructor to teach

past this is especially important, so that

they can begin healing and living a normal

amount of training to reach any level of

healthy life.

proficiency.

Feeling a sense of urgency, people in these

Another potential problem is that such

categories tend to seek the quickest path to

students may have little or no interest in

accomplishing their self-defense goals. This

strict martial discipline or philosophical

will often involve buying and carrying a

guidelines. They may feel that their own

gun.

moral code is sufficient and they just don‟t

However gun battles are rare occurrences

to want to hear any of that Asian fortune

and sometimes “less-than-lethal” options are

cookie mumbo-jumbo.

desired, such as when destruction of life

This poses an ethical conundrum to a

poses an ethical issue. Devices such as tasers

traditional martial arts instructor. Typically

or stun-guns are often on the less-than-lethal

we only teach students who are of the

list. Yet many situations exist where guns

utmost moral fiber. Education along these

and less-than-lethal devices are overkill, or

lines is an integral part of traditional martial

simply not able to be accessed quickly

arts training. Ethical behavior, thinking, and

enough.

reasoning are arguably the greatest parts of

For these and other situations someone may

protecting oneself from a preventative

seek empty handed self-defense training. Of

perspective.

course, the quickest, easiest path is still

The question to pose then is: “are ethical

sought, and so any techniques taught must

guidelines teachable in the setting of a self

be learned and be able to applied in a short

defense class?” I believe the answer is

amount of time. The rigors of many years

“Yes”. More to the point, an instructor must

worth of traditional training to master

always talk about social responsibility and

complicated techniques is of no value to

ethical application of the martial techniques

them. So called art forms such as

they teach. Before even beginning teaching

Krav Maga claim to have already provided a

self-defense techniques in a non-martial

self-defense system for these people, but I

setting, a discussion must be

remain skeptical. Perhaps simplified

had about how to conduct oneself to

techniques can be taught to a person with

minimize physical altercations. This

little or no martial arts experience, but these

amounts to the same etiquette that must be

basic techniques still require a minimum

Instructor Thoughts
imbued within traditional martial arts
students.
Perhaps the best path is to treat an off the

Balance and Harmony

street self-defense class like an introduction

By Kyosah Gihan Fellah – Head

to basic martial arts principles, rather than

Instructor for Sun Mountain Tang Soo

trying to develop yet another bastardized

Do

standalone self defense system. It‟s already
been done. Most of these types of classes
either delude people or teach them to
embrace their aggression and add to the
problems of an already too violent world.
Krav Maga again comes to mind as an
example; “Punch „em in the throat, kick „em
in the groin” as I once told a student of
mine.
Ultimately the martial arts instructor who
deigns to teach a stripped down self-defense
class for the general public must address the
physical side of what techniques to teach, as
well as the ethical side of what techniques to
teach. Said instructor must also consider
who they are teaching, why, and if that
person intends to do harm. Ethical
guidelines must be discussed repeatedly for
self-defense students the same as if you are
teaching martial arts students. A self defense
class may not be martial arts, but it is
probably best treated as an introduction to
basic martial principles rather than
aggressive street fighting or watered down
techniques.

Staying in balance and harmony with
nature is essential to health and well being.
As I reflect on this past year, it is no wonder
that I have been plagued with so many
health issues. I was not in harmony with
nature (proper rest) nor did I have internal
balance (diet). However, this past year has
also been exciting as the formation of Sun
Mountain Tang Soo Do took place. SMTSD
was initially formed with the intention of
spreading the teachings and traditions of
Grand Master Jong H. Lee and to teach the
way of peace to women and children.
However, many new developments took
place along the way that hindered it‟s
developing into a fully functional entity with
a growing student base. The following
paper will outline some of these
developments, along with my view on
several topics that were brought up during
this past year. Most importantly, this paper
will highlight martial arts, and this
instructors request to retain the
“Tangsoology Teacher Certification” and
why it is considered an honor to have one.

After originally leaving the Colorado

senior in the martial arts world. I

Purple Mountain Dojo/Dojang Association

recognized this but may not have proceeded

at the end of June 2011, I started plans on

to address the situation appropriately. I was

opening the Sun Mountain Tang Soo Do

trying to balance my attention between them

dojang. With zero capital nor funding and

and not take away any more time than

only a vague idea of what I wanted to

necessary away from the student‟s class

accomplish, I forged ahead with the

time. So, without any business acumen, I

following: registering a name, getting a tax

introduced Mr. Miller to the student present,

ID number, developed a web site (with

talked briefly with him, and invited him to

Twitter and Facebook accounts), found a

watch the remaining of the women‟s only

location to teach in, purchased karate

class. During this time, my student

insurance, developed a school logo, ordered

uncomfortably struggled through the

some business cards, acquired mats, etc…

duration of the class knowing she was being

Then, without much experience, I jumped

judged by an unknown man who was

right into the world of owning, operating,

introduced as one of my instructors. I knew

and managing a karate school. “If you build

she was uncomfortable but did not know

it they will come” is soon to be discovered

precisely how to handle the situation and

as a bunch of nonsense without proper

Mr. Miller seemed oblivious to the tension

funding, advertising, time, permission, and

he just caused (though I am sure he was well

business savvy.

aware and viewed our discomfort knowingly

Nearly a year ago, I was teaching a
women‟s Tangsoology class (at the belly
dance school I was sharing space with),
when Mr. Jude Miller entered the studio.
The atmosphere in the room and the focus of

while wondering how we would react). Only
after class, did I direct my full attention to
him and learn why he came (which I will get
into more later).
This unplanned occasion proposed a

my student, suddenly dramatically changed.

learning opportunity for not only my

Here I was, teaching a women‟s only class

student, but for myself as well. I learned in

to someone who was suddenly placed in a

that instant, that if I am going to run a karate

situation in which a male figure entered her

school or a self defense class for women

“safe” training space; at the same time

only, then there needs to be a waiting area

trying to respectfully acknowledge my

for male visitors to wait in that is separate

from the training area, which I did not have.

holistic and organic in nature, and created

In addition to this situation, I was getting

from scratch. Through this recent

more calls from men who were interested in

development, I am quickly learning even

training which I had to turn away due to the

more about business and leadership, in

women and children only criteria. Hence, I

addition to what I have learned in the martial

open the training to all people, regardless of

arts spectrum. I am currently in the process

gender.

of writing a presentation to school districts,
Having martial training, but no

formal business training, has caused me to
learn mainly through trial and error. As an
example, this past year, I have undergone
two promotions through my part time day
job. One, being promoted from a “Skills
and Activities Counselor,” which basically
means I supervised young adults during the
day and helped them complete their goals
and volunteer opportunities, to becoming a
“Team Lead” which means I supervise other

other EBD programs in the area, and board
members to promote the new program. This
has lead to a realization that business
acumen “is keenness and quickness in
understanding and dealing with a business
situation in a manner that is likely to lead to
a good outcome.” This directly reflects a
martial arts principal in knowing someone‟s
intentions and also on being a positive
influence on society.
Alas, this is not the only job I hold.

Skills and Activities Counselors and oversee

Working another part time job, as a Certified

their students‟ progress in addition to the

Nurse Aide, has basically taken up any free

students I am assigned to work with. Just

time I may hope to have with little chance of

recently, I have accepted another promotion

career growth nor personal satisfaction;

in becoming a Program Director and

which ultimately cultivates endurance and

temporary QMAP (passing out medications

humility. This work, although financially

to participants) for a new program under the

necessary at this time, is also one main

company I work for, “Our House Inc.” It is

reason SMTSD has not taken off as

launching an EBD Program (Elderly, Blind,

expected. Not having the time nor resources

and Disabled) for persons with disabilities

required to dedicate to a dojang in this

that cannot for whatever reason (mostly

present economy is a bit frustrating. With

Medicaid related), be placed in other adult

the new position at Our House Inc., I hope

day care centers. This program will be

to dramatically reduce the amount of time

spent with the CNA job (perhaps eliminate it

teaching and sharing of the art. Also,

altogether), catch up with personal finances,

although I am working long hours now, I

and to eventually restart SMTSD. This

won‟t always be doing so. Just as Master

time, it will be approached differently and

Wong, who taught Tai Chi and Chi Kung in

more wisely. To be in balance and harmony

Malaysia while also running a business

is not always easy; I am working on

decided to give up his business in 1992 to

accepting my limitations in such a manner

dedicate his life to teaching the arts he

as I do my abilities.

loved.

Having stated all of this, Sun

Reflecting back to the earlier

Mountain Tang Soo Do will only offer

recitation of how I left the association in

private lessons at this time due to the lack of

June of 2011 (along with Mr. Ryan

necessary resources that need to be in place

Goettsche), I am encouraged on how change

first. Life is not yet balanced enough for me

can be for the good. It helps us to grow by

to offer more, and future preparations need

stepping out of our comfort zone. Through

to be made. Gichin Funakoshi once told his

that one action, the ripples of activity in the

son after a habu snake almost struck them,

remaining members of the association

“the habu we encountered appears to be

strengthened them and their conviction in

familiar with the tactics of karate, and when

getting more organized and reflecting on the

it slid off into the field it was not running

history of Grandmaster Jong H. Lee and the

away from us. It was preparing for an

school as a whole. I recently pulled out

attack. The habu understands very well the

some old newsletters and came across one

spirit of karate.”

that Mr. Ron Garcia wrote in December of

You may ask youself, why ask for a
teaching certificate? I am still teaching my
son Tangsoology once per week at The
Center and realize that if I do not go through
the process of attaining a teacher certificate
now, I may have more difficulty getting one
in the future by letting it lapse. Falling into
complacency would be detrimental to future

2005. He mentioned that “technique is
something you can get from any dojo and
even books… but it was always the people
in the dojo who made training possible,
people with HIGH motivation to learn,
people with dedication and passion for the
art.” Even Mr. Mark Crary mentions in the
same newsletter that “It never ceases to
amaze me how just being there gives me this

happy, warm, peaceful, and yes, even

one from the Colorado Purple Mountain

harmonious feel,” when referring to being

Dojo/Dojang Association. Thank you.

invited to sit in on circle at the end of a class
he did not participate in.
Why did Mr. Miller show up on Sun

Philosophy of Moo Do

Mountain Tang Soo Do‟s doorstep last year?

By Sensei/Sabom Nim Jude Miller – Head

It was to remind me that certain protocol

Instructor for the Center for Aikido &

needs to be followed in order to teach

Tang Soo Do Studies in Colorado Springs

Tangsoology. After talking with Sabom
Nim Medeiros that same evening, I learned
how the late Grand Master Lee‟s attitude
toward others teaching his art may not have
been as grateful as I would have originally
believed. Regardless, here we are, with
years of experience and ready to share the
art that we love, but only doing so through
our one link to the Grandmaster, Sabom
Nim Medeiros.
By keeping our mind like water

Moo Do was originally created and
designed to protect and preserve one‟s own
life. In the process of protecting and
preserving one‟s life, the practitioner of
Moo Do also increases his or her health and
happiness. The martial artist seeks these
things not out of greed, but out of the
understanding that they are necessary in
order to develop the self, and society by
extension. The development of health,
happiness, longevity and peace is an

(Mizo no Koloro), calm like an undisturbed

honorable aim that has the potential to unite

pool, we‟ll better understand today‟s society

humankind. Moo Do is not about the

and it‟s waves of uncertainties. Being

fighting techniques that can be misused to

balanced in mind body and soul, and being

create conflict and separation among people.

in harmony with the world around us, allows

It is about the actions that aim to unite

us to be whole people and wiser instructors.

people, so that everyone can benefit from

Martial arts training and teaching has

good health, happiness and longevity.

become ingrained in all aspects of my life,
home, work, and recreation. This is why it
is important to me to retain the teaching
certificate and why it is an honor to have

Action in Moo Do is very important,
as the aims mentioned above would only be
theoretical philosophy without it. Action is
what brings these aims into existence,

initiated through proper intentions and

force them. To try and forcefully think

personal sacrifice. Action also reveals one‟s

positive thoughts indicates that one is trying

character, as an action (or lack thereof)

to mask a larger negative platform in one‟s

cannot come into existence without first the

own mind. To force positive thoughts and

mind and thought that initiate it. As it states

actions creates an imbalance, and the

in the Song of The Sip Sam Seh “the mind is

“positive” will result in negative.

the primary actor, the body secondary”.
Action brings ideas into reality.

A properly developed mind should
lead to a properly developed body and spirit,

With this concept being established,

all being balanced. The concept of balance

positive and proper thought leads to positive

can appear to be very vague, as the concept

and proper action. Proper mind leads to

itself is quite ancient in many cultures,

proper action. In Moo Do, the mind cannot

which has led to numerous interpretations.

be clouded with thoughts of greed, conflict

For some, balance is simply avoiding

or stray thought. The beginning stages of

extremes, and in many ways this is true.

training the mind start with stillness. The

However, neutrality can be defined in this

intermediate stages of mental training

same way. And true neutrality cannot act in

engage motion and movement. The

one direction in favor over another. Worse

advanced stages return again to stillness. If

yet, some people will mistake this stance

the mind is not correctly developed the

while actually practicing apathy in their

body, and by extension one‟s actions, are

lives. True balance must have recognition

bound to fail for it is not possible to engage

of positive and negative, in addition to

in action first without engaging the mind,

neutral.

whether on a conscious or subconscious
level. So, the mind very much is the
primary actor in Moo Do. Positive thought
brings forth a positive reality, as negative
thoughts produce a negative reality.
It is my experience that one must

A scale operates in the same way, as
its arms will not “float” without two ends
and a neutral point. For one to be balanced,
they must be aware of their own identity
(center) and the characteristics of Nature
itself. This is why Reverence for Nature is a

find their center and accept and invite

primary tenant in Tang Soo Do. In addition

positive thoughts and actions, rather than to

to awareness of one‟s own identity and

The Art of Improvement
Nature, effort must also be applied. Effort is
the action that gives life to the concept of
balance. Without effort, there is an

By Sabom Nim Mike Parenteau
Head Instructor for the Tangsoology

imbalance within the self, and a paradox has

Institute of Longmont

then been created.
In reality, there is no one good way
to define balance. Experiencing balance and
attempting to practice it in one‟s own life
would be my best guess on how to come to
better understand the concept. Walking a
centered middle path while accepting and
inviting positive aspects will allow the
practitioner to accept the change and deal
with negative circumstances that are sure to
occur in everyone‟s lives.
Moo Do has developed its scope to
go beyond the preservation of one‟s own
life. Moo Do is about the preservation and
protection of all humans. Moo Do is about
longevity and the quality of life for all
humans. In order to accomplish this, we all
must be in respectful balance and
accordance with Nature. Moo Do leads to
the development of the mind, body and spirit

There are numerous self-help books
which discuss how one can improve one‟s
fitness, mental health, diet, etc. The list goes
on. I can recall a number of infomercials
that have various people peddling their latest
10 step program (can you say “Tony
Robbins”?). These guys certainly don‟t want
to you to “live in a van, down by the river!”
or to “eat a steady diet of government
cheese.”
As Tangsoologists, the answer to this
question is very simple and is embedded in
the very tenets we believe. What is that you
say? Well, it comes out of the Philosophies
of Tangsoology, i.e. “Strive for perfection
within all of your endeavors”. Strive for
perfection…that is a very powerful
statement. Imagine the possibilities if
everyone had this mindset.

which manifests balance within the self.
Balance within the self leads to the

In order to improve in anything,

realization that balance in union with all

whether it is Tangsoology, playing a musical

human beings is the path to peace and

instrument, dribbling a

betterment for all.

basketball…whatever it is takes effort. Now,
the question is, “How much effort do I need

to exert to improve?” If you say it takes the

to improve one‟s station in life, you have to

bare minimum, then you are missing the

try and excel.

point of Tangsoology and our beliefs. The
point is to go beyond what is required. That
is what striving for perfection is all about.
We realize that we will never be perfect. But
that‟s not the point is it? The point is the
struggle to improve oneself beyond what
you could previously accomplish. Doing the
bare minimum, with the mindset of a limited

My instructor has always said that
Grandmaster Jong H. Lee would say “finish
what you start.” That is precisely
Tangsoology at its finest, which is striving
to be better than what you were. Pursue
perfection and apply that to your
improvement.

amount of work invested will certainly not
bring you to a higher level of achievement in
Tangsoology or whatever else you are trying
to pursue.
One illustration of this concept, that
may be somewhat controversial, is the

An Interesting Year…The Year of
the Dragon – 2012
By Vernon A. Medeiros Sabom Nim
Head Instructor of the Asian Martial Arts
Society of Maryland

Pilgrim settlement in Plymouth (1600‟s).
Long story short is that originally, the
Pilgrims utilized a communal farming
system, whereby everyone would share in
the work and subsequently the crops and
food produced. Now, in an ideal situation,
this is a great concept. There is nothing
wrong with sharing. However, people as

It has been an interesting year for our
schools (The Center for Aikido and Tang
Soo Do Studies of; Colorado Springs,
Longmont, Colorado and Hagerstown,
Maryland as well as Sun Mountain Tang
Soo Do of Colorado Springs) and our
martial arts organization, The Colorado
Purple Mountain Dojo/Dojang Association
(CPMDDA).

they are, the Pilgrims ended up nearly
starving until the governor parceled out the
land in favor of private farming. It turns out
that those that feigned illness or ailment
before were now out working their own
land! The point here is: you cannot get
something for nothing and further, in order

In order to get the story a bit more accurate,
please note a few clarifications to the
PREFACE TO THE INTRODUCTION TO
TANGSOOLOGY® that Sabom Parenteau
submitted.
“Since 1987, which is the founding of the
Center for Tang Soo Do Studies (originally

called the Tang Soo Do Institute, located on
Chelton Loop in Colorado Springs, CO),”
Actually in 1987 the first meetings by me
offering instruction in the art of Tang Soo do
(as taught to me by the Institute of
Tangsoology of San Diego) in Colorado
Springs began during the month of May.
Workouts occurred every Saturday and
Sunday mornings at 9amin Monument
Valley Park. The meetings lasted all summer
through September. By October of 1987 a
permanent indoor dojang meeting space was
acquired on North Hancock next door to the
North End Diner in the Fillmore District.
This dojang lasted till the summer of
1988.Due to a lack of new students enrolling
and increased overhead I had to close down
my first dojang and move my Tang Soo Do
club. We began meeting outdoors at
Audubon Park on North Circle Drive. When
cold weather was again looming in the
forecast it was again time to seek an indoor
dojang for our small TSD group. I found
refuge at a friend‟s dance studio, Attitudes
Dance center which was owned by Betsy
Acree and located on Betty Drive just south
of Austin Bluffs off of North Academy. This
location lasted until December of 1989when
all but one TSD student remained and I was
unable to afford to keep the club space.
My TSD club had formally disappeared
from the Colorado Springs landscape
through the winter, spring and summer of
1990. Closed down would be the actual state
that my small club was experiencing and I
was unwilling to keep it open when the last
student had resigned by Christmas of 1989.
In the fall of 1990 at UCCS, at the request of
Scott Arnold I was asked to drop by and

observe his local group of martial arts
friends to lend some minor advice about
their training habits. I enjoyed the huge
gymnasium that UCCS had to offer so much
so that I gradually began training there
during that fall semester of 1990. During
this time I met Professor Render through the
Pikes Peak Aikikai dojo and he and I would
often have small talks about his Tae Kwon
Do experiences which later led to my asking
him to be the faculty advisor for my newly
reborn TSD club which was now formally
known as UCCS TSD club. It had been four
years since my TSD club had officially
began and now a new TSD group was
interested in training and we were again up
and running in January of 1991.
Events and circumstance changed at Pikes
Peak Aikikai and my aikido associations
with them led me to locate my own rental
space during the summer of 1991.This new
space was to serve both Aikido and Tang
Soo Do instruction. Both arts were to be
taught by me and with the financial backing
and emotional support of two key
benefactors: Nelson Nakata and Hal Render
of the Aikido Kai of CS. The Tang Soo Do
Institute had a new home at 3470 Chelton
Loop North unit G until the winter of 1997.
By January of 1998, I had formally relocated
to the USJA dojo on North Union Blvd and
the Center for Aikido and Tang Soo Do
Studies was officially founded.
People and events influence and bring forth
change. It‟s an inevitable function of life and
business. Some change is helpful to fulfill
our goals while other changes can be
perceived as “doomsayer” or even
catastrophic. When we seek to understand

our history then we can fully appreciate the
pros and cons of life‟s challenges that get
thrown our way...back to Sabom Parenteau‟s
preface letter:
“Upon corresponding with Master Tim Britt
of the Tang Soo Do Karate Association of
San Diego, California, since September of
2012, it was clearly expressed that he
believes that we are all Tangsoology
practitioners and the use of the term
“Modern Tangsoology” is not needed in the
Association’s Tangsoology Trademark
Authorization document. However, it is the
CPMDDA’s belief that students must
understand the differences and similarities
between what Grand Master Jong H. Lee
codified and what Vernon A. Medeiros
Sabom Nim clarified and expounded upon.”
It is for this underlined reason that I want all
students who wish to pursue Tang Soo Do
and Tangsoology as a martial pursuit within
our organization to create a knowledge base
of our unique history otherwise false
information becomes vogue and misleads us
down a false path. Therefore all students are
required to study an overview of Asian
martial arts histories in order to have a better
understanding of the facts from the myths.
We, as a school experienced this notion of
false information recently with the
resignation of someone who I thought
understood integrity instead he demonstrated
defiance to his collective duties. Poor
attitudes from students who have graced my
door have taught me that even when a
history is well known to them, so often these
members, who should know better,
disregard the struggles and challenges that
came before they ever took one step into the

school, always quit dishonestly. Therefore
all students should seek to understand the
true nature of honor and respect and practice
it fully. This is an important endeavor
because we as an association are not
concerned with combat or tournament
competition notions. We must concern
ourselves with relentlessly improving our
personal martial art training regimen and
knowledge base of TSD in order to further
the integrity of our art that was passed on to
me by my instructors and all my TSD
seniors in order to contribute promoting
local and ultimately, global peace.
Mr. Speaks has caused me to again rethink;
what does integrity entail? What idea of
Moo Do (Martial way) has he been
practicing? The idea of “Do” as an integral
part of his personal self defense training was
it or is it in tune with the Great Karate
Master‟s of Okinawa, Korea and Japan? At
present I do not know…but from this some
questions arose; what true purpose does any
martial training serve? What good is a
school that has a door but no one to promote
the art? Should we acknowledge that there
are dastardly human beings that troll society
and cause harm and bring heartbreak to
others? Currently I believe we must train
diligently and we must develop our self
defense skills to the best of our ability‟s and
we must continually assist others who come
to learn a noble art.
Study the Tangsoology Guide often, all the
answers to all aspects of our training can be
found in this simple document. The
Tangsoology Guide has served me well for
the last 34 years.

